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This study investigated the effects of implementing regular journal writing exercises

in mathematics class. Specifically, the study examined the effect of journal writing on

students' beliefs, and sought to determine what types of beliefs would be affected. A

Likert-type questionnaire was developed to assess students' beliefs in four different

categories. The categories were: 1) beliefs about the nature of mathematics, 2) betiefs

about the individual as a learner of mathematics, 3) beliefs about the culture of the

mathematics classroom, and 4) beliefs about how mathematics is best learned. Five

different classes were involved in the study, and students in these classes were given the

questionnaire before journal writing was implemented, and again after they had completed

five months of regular journal witing. The questionnaire which was given after the journal

witing took place also included an open-ended question which asked students to indicate

their overall feeüngs about journal writing in math class.

On 3 of the 34 questionnaire items, a significant change in the mean values occurred

between the beþre and the after questionnaire, with tire greatest change occurring on the

item "I have some degree of personal contact with my mathematics teacher". Mea¡r scores

on each of the four scales examined as a whole indicated no significant changes on the first

anaiysis. However, a subsidiary analysis was done in which one class was omitted from

the sample because regular journal 
"vriting 

had not occurred in this class. With the

omission oÍ'this class, the analysis showed that a significant change had occurred on the

"Culture of the Mathematics Classroom" scale. Examination of students' responses to the

open-ended question indicated a generally positive reaction to the journal wriring, with

numerous responses indicating an appreciation of the increased communication between

student and teacher.

Abstract
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There is a growing consensus ¿Lmong both educators and non-educators alike that

the methods and practices of teaching which are used in today's classrooms are not meeting

the needs of today's sn¡dents or today's society. More and more, students are feeling

completely disconnected from almost everything they are asked to do in classrooms

(wagner, 1993). over the course of the last 30 years, our economy has changed

d¡amatically. No longer is ours a society in which most people eatn their living with

skilled hands. Rather, it is shifting towards a society in which, increasingly, people must

use their skilled intellect to earn a living (IVagner, 1993). Our classrooms and teaching

practices must reflect this change.

In their 1989 document Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School

Mathematics (Standa¡ds), the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics recognized this

shift in our society and the resulting need for change in the methods and practices of

teaching mathematics. The Standards suggest that schools, as they are now organized, are

a product of the industrial age, and that the educational system of the industrial age does not

meet the economic needs of today's information society. In order to meet these needs,

today's schools must "insure that all srudents have an opportunity to become

mathematically literate, are capable of extending their learning, have an equal oppornrnity to

learn, and become informed citizens capable of understanding issues in a technological

society" (NCTM, 1989, p. 5).

Beyond the economic arguments for change, crurent research on students' learning

processes also suggests the need for change in teaching practices. The research indicates

that most students cannot learn mathematics effectively by simply listening and imitating,

Chapter One

INTRODUCTTON

Beiiefs 8
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rather they need to be given the opporn:nity to construct their own understandings through

personal intellectual engagement u/ith mathematics concepts (gve.¡fbgdy_Counts, National

Research Council, 1989).

Efforts to reform mathematics curiculum and instruction across North America are

increasingly looking to the Standards document for guidance. One critical feature of the

Standards is the focus that it puts on affective issues. Two of its five general goals for all

mathematics students are affective in nature. These goals include learning to value

mathematics, and becoming confident in one's own ability. Similarly, the National

Resea¡ch Council's (1989) report on the future of mathematics education (Evqrybody

Counts) puts a $eat deal of emphasis on affective issues such as the need to change the

public's beliefs and attitudes about mathematics.

According to Mcleod (1992) this increased emphasis on affective issues is related

to the importance that the reform movement places on higher-order thinking. He states, ,,ff

srudents are going to be active learners of mathematics who willingly attack nonroutine

problems, their affective responses to mathematics are going to be much more intense than

if they are merely expected to achieve satisfactory levels of performance in low-level

computational skills" (1989, p. 575). Consequently, any effort to effect lasting changes in

curriculum and instructional practices in mathematics, such as those outlined in the

Standards will have to take affective issues into account if it is to succeed.

Affective issues are closely connected to the vision of reform indicated in the

Standards. Not only witl affective issues play a role in the success or failure of such a

reform movement, but affective issues themselves are addressed in the Standards as a key

element in need of reform in mathematics education. The term affectis generally considered

to encompass several different components, one of which is beliefs (Simon, lgSZ). In this

Purpose of the Study
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study, students' beliefs, as one component of affiect, will be examined. Specifically, a

change in instructional practices in the mathematics classroom will be employed in an effort

to impact on srudents' beliefs. The change in instructional practices will be the

implementation of regular journal writing exercises. Accordingly, this study will seek to

answer the following two questions:

1. Will the implementation of regularjournal witing exercises in the mathematics

classroom have any effect on students' beliefs about mathematics?

2. What rypes of beliefs will be affected by such a change?

Writing exercises such as those to be used in this study are among the many

suggestions for improving instruction which can be found in the Standards document.

If the goals of the NCTM Standards (1989) are to be realized, affective issues such

as students' beliefs about mathematics will have to be given serious consideration.

According to Kloosterman and Stage (7992),many studenrs hold beliefs which actually

hinder thei¡ interest in, and understanding of, the subject of mathematics. Similarly, Silver

(1985) points out that certain beliefs that students hold about mathematics may in fact

weaken their ability to solve nonroutine problems. Yet improving students' ability to solve

non¡outine problems is one of the central goals of the Standards. The issue then becomes a

question of what is causing students to develop these destructive beliefs, and whether or

not it is possible for teachers to affect these beliefs in a positive way.

Two important resea¡chers in the area of beüefs are Mandler and Schoenfeld.

Schoenfeld (1938) contends that the problem does not lie in the studenrs' mechanisms for

developing beliefs, but rather in the curriculum and culture which encourage such beliefs.

Mandler (1984,1989) also indicates the importance of examining the culture which shapes

students' beliefs.

Rationale for the Srudy



Given that the culnre to which a student is exposed greatly influences the types of

beliefs the student will acquire, a change in this culture should create a subsequent change

in the student's beliefs. The culture used to affect change in this study will be the culture

of the mathematics classroom, and the agent of change will be the implementation of

regular journal writing exercises in the mathematics classes.

With this hypothesis in mind, it must also be recognized that significant change is

never easy to achieve. As Donahoe (1993) suggests, culture is not something which can be

changed like a flat tire. Rather it is organic to its community. He quotes psychoanalyst

Allen'Wheelis as saying, *We 
are wise to believe it diÊficult to change, to recognize that

character has a forward propulsion which tends to carry it unaltered into the future, but we

need not believe it impossible to change."

Hypothesis

This study \¡i¡ill be limited by a number of factors. One such factor is that it wili be

impossible to determine whether any changes that are realized,over the time period of the

study can in fact be directly attributed to the practice of journal writing. It is possible for

numerous other factors to affect students' beliefs during that same time period.

Another limiting factor is the duration of time over which the study will take place.

Five months may not be long enough to significantly influence students' beliefs, especially

considering the fact that beliefs are generally strongly rooted and thus difficult to change.

A frnal limiting factor is the va¡iability a:nong the teachers involved in the study in

terms of how they individually implement the journal writing exercises. There will be

va¡iations in how often they expect students to write in ttreir journals, how much emphasis

and importance they give to the journal writing, and whether or not they follow up the

Beüefs 11
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joumal writing exercises with whole class discussions of the issues involved in each

particular writin g exercise.

Increasingly, attention has being given to the study of affective issues, such as

students' beliefs about mathematics. However, most of this attention has been in the form

of quantitative studies designed to measure what types of beliefs students hold. Relatively

little has been done from a more experimental perspective in an effort to determine what

types of variables affect what students believe, and how students' destructive beliefs can be

influenced to become more productive in nature. This study will take the experimental

perspective in examining an instructional practice suggested by the Standards. If teachers

are to whole-heartedly jump on the band wagon of new ideas suggesred by both the

Standa¡ds and by forthcoming curriculum changes, they witl want evidence that these new

instructional practices are effective, and that they do in fact bring students closer to the

affective goals indicated in the Standa¡ds document. This study may give teachers some of
the evidence they need to help them accept the forthcoming wave of reform.

Significance of the Study

Beliefs 12



The review of the related literature has been organized into five sections. The first

section deals with defining beliefs. The next section deals with the impact of culture on

beliefs. In the third section, the beliefs held by students will be examined. Literature on

journal writing will be the focus of the fourth section. Finaliy, a summary of the lirerarure

will be provided in the fifth section.

REVIEV/ OF TTTE LMERATURE

Chapter Two

Pa¡t of the difficulty in doing a study that involves affective componenrs such as

beliefs is in dealing with the numerous conflicting definitions which can be found in the

literature. As Hart (1989) and Simon (1982) nore, affective terms somerimes have

different meanings in psychology than they do in education. Even within the same field,

studies which use identical terminology are often not actually studying the same

phenomenon. According to Mcleod, "Clarification of terminology for the affective domain

remains a major øsk for researchers', (Iggz,p. 576).

In looking at the use of the temr "belief in the literarure, one finds Colby (1973),

who indicates that beliefs are "non-observable relations in human behaviour". Other

researchers ha'¿e since defined the term with more precision. 'Wyer (Igl|),for example,

defines beliefs by equating the concept with attitudes. Taking ttre definition a srep furrher,

Rajecki (1982) defines beliefs as one of th¡ee components of atritude. The three

components of attitude which Rajecki describes are: 1) an affective or emorional response

to the object,2) behaviour toward the object, and 3) beliefs about the object. An alternative

view is taken by Simon (1982), who in fact makes a definite distinctron benveenbeiiefs

Beliefs 13
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and attitudes. He uses the more general term affect which he describes as a term that

encompasses three distinct concepts. These related but distinct concepts are: 1) beliefs, 2)

attitudes, and 3) emotions. According to Hart (1989) this is the manner in which educators

generally use the terrn affect.

Mcleod's (1992) review of the research on affect in mathematics education

separates affect into these same three components. Mcleod distinguishes between the three

terms by the degree of affective and cognitive involvement each entails. According to

Mclæod, on the scale from emotions to attitudes to beliefs, emotions entail the highest

degree of affective involvement, while beliefs entail the highest degree of cognitive

involvement. He states that "Beliefs are largely cognitive in natu¡e and are developed over

a relatively long period of time" (1992, p. 579). In a table of examples distinguishing

between beliefs, attitudes, and emotions, Mclæod charactenzes emotions with words like

'Toy" and "frustration". He characterizes attitudes with words like " dislike of,and

"enjoyment of'. In characterizing beliefs, he uses words like ,,is", ,,are,,, and,,am,, which

imply a greater degree of cognitive evaluation.

Mcleod bases his distinction between beliefs, attitudes, and emotions primarily on

the work of Mandler (7984,1989), a leading cognitive psychologist. Coming from the

perspective of cognitive psychology, Mandler's theory attempts to incorporate affective

factors into cognitive theories. His theory suggests that affective factors such as beliefs,

attitudes, and emotions arise out of emotional responses to intemrption of plans or planned

behaviour. The intemrption is evaluated by the individual , and this evaluation gives

meaning to the arousal which has occu¡red. How the intemrption is evaluated will depend

on the individual's existing knowledge and,betíefs. Arousals such as this a¡e generally of

short duration, and have a fairly strong response intensity, which would place them in the

category of emotions. If repeated intemrptions occur in a similar context, the intensity of

Beliefs 14



the response will decrease, but will become more stable. At this stage the formation of

attinde has begun. Continued intem:ptions in the same context may in fact alter the beliefs

that the individual holds.

There seems to be agreement among a number of leading resea¡chers (Simon, 1982;

Mandler, 1984, 1989; Mclæod, 1992) that the concepts of emotions, attitudes, and. beliefs,

a¡e interrelated, but indeed distinct This study will thus adopt the conceptual framework

of these researchers. Accordingly, beliefs will be taken to be the construct which entails

the least amount of emotional involvement and the greatest amount of cognitive

involvement. Belief statements on the questionnaire to be used in this study will thus make

use of teüns like "is", "a.re", and "am" as suggested by Mcleod's (1992) distinctive

examples.

Beliefs and culture a¡e intricately connected concepts. Donahoe sees beliefs as a

part of what defines culture. He indicates that culture is "the values, beliefs, behaviours,

rules, products, signs, and symbors that bind us togerher" (rgg3,p. 302). similarly,

Tylor (1871) defines culture, taken in its wide ethnographic sense as "thar complex whole

which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals,law, customs, and any other capabilities

and habits acquired by man as a member of society" (p. 1). These definirions indicate that

beliefs are a part of what is meant by the term culture.

While beliefs can be seen as one component of what comprises culture, they may

also be seen as concepts which are moulded åy culture. Schoenfeld (1988), in examining

students' beliefs as they relate to ineffective problem solving behaviour, contends that the

problem does not lie in the students' mechanisms for developing beiiefs, but rather in the

cu¡riculum and culture which encourage such beliefs. Mclæod (lgg}) shares rhis
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Culture and Beliefs



perception that culture shapes beliefs. Similarly, Mandler (1984) sr,ates rhat culrure is a

powerful teacher of evaluative judgments, primarily through the vehicle of the common

language. Mandler (1984, 1989) also indicates the importance of examining the culture

which shapes students' betefs.

The main hypothesis of this study is supporred by the fact that culture and beliefs

a¡e intricately connected. To restate the hypothesis, if the culture that a student is exposed

to influences the sorts of beliefs that student will acquire, then a change in the culture

should create a subsequent change in the student's beliefs. The culture referred to in this

sfudy is not the larger, societal culture, but more specifically, the cuiture of the mathematics

classroom. Bishop (1991) indicates that "the teacher and the classroom group mould . . .

the values which the individuat child will receive concerning mathematics. Through

activities... the child becomes enculturated into ways of thinking, behaving, feeling and

valuing" (p. 15). Bishop also suggests that, although we musr nor lose sight of the

constraints set by society, the institution, and the cultural values carried by mathematics

itself, the classroom participants are arguably the most signiflrcant shapers of values.

Beliefs 16

Students' beliefs about mathematics can be placed into many different categories.

In ttris study, four categories of beliefs are examined in an effort to detemrine some of the

types of beliefs that may be affected by the implemenøtion ofjournal vzriting. Specifically,

the categories of beliefs to be examined are students' beliefs about: 1) the nature of

mathematics, 2) the individual as a learner of mathematics, 3) the culture of the mathematics

classroom, and 4) how mathematics is best learned. Accordingly, this secrion will be

divided into four sub-sections, each of which will examine one of these four belief

categories.

Students' Beliefs



The Nature of Mathematics

The fi¡st major belief category to be examined in this study is that of srudents'

beliefs about the nature of mathematics. Ca¡penrer et al. (1983) stated that, according to the

Third National Assessment of Educational Progress, students felt very strongly that

mathematics always gives a rule to follow in order to solve problems (Schoenfeld, 19g9).

The 1988 National Assessment of Educational Progress also indicated that students believe

that mathematics is based on rules, and that mathematics is both important and difficult

CKloosterman and Stage, 1992). Buerck (1985) simitarly observed that many people both

in and out of the mathematics classroom believe that mathematics is made up only of rules,

fomtulae, and proofs to be memorized; skills to be practiced; and methods to be followed

precisely. Ca¡penter et al. (1983) also stated ttrat almost half of all mathematics students

view mathematics as mostly memorizing. Buerck (1985) commented that people in

general tend to believe that mathematics is a discipline in which certainty is secure, and in

which all questions have answers that a¡e known to the authorities on such matters.

According to psychologist V/illiam G. Perry, Jr. (1970, 1981), this conception of
knowledge is calted "dualistic". Perry defines dualism as: "Division of meaning into two

realms - Good versus Bad, Right versus Wrong, Vy'e versus They, All that is not Success

is Failure, and the like. Right answers exist somewhere for every problem, and the

authorities know them." This dualistic conception of the nature of mathematics will be

studied as the frst of the four major belief categories, under the heading "St dents, Beliefs

about the Nature of Mathematics".
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The second major belief category to be studied is that of students' beliefs about

themselves as individual learners of mathematics. According io the NCTM Cur¡iculum and

Evaluation Standards (1989), students' beliefs exert a powerful influence on studenrs'
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evaluation of their own ability, on their wiltngness to engage in mathematical tasks, and on

their ultimate mathematical disposition. McCombs (1986) stated rhat one's beliefs abour

oneself, such as self-esteem, influence how one is wüling to interact with any information;

and thus these beliefs influence leaming. Fennema and Sherm an (1976) made a similar

corlment, that confidence in oneself is related to what one is willing to attempt, and further

that females tend to underestimate their own intellectuat abilities more than do boys.

According to Schoenfeld (1989), research studies consistently show positive correlations

between confîdence and achievement. Unfornrnately, many students have come to believe

that they lack a mathematical mind, and thus they should not be expected to excel in

mathematics (Tobias, 1978). Schoenfeld (1985, 1988) nored that many college srudents

believe that they arc not capable of creating mathematics, and thus feel they should accept

procedures without trying to understand how they work. Schoenfeld (1989) atso

suweyed grade ten to twelve students and found that students firmly believe in native

ability when it comes to mathematics. The belief that the individual either has a

mathematical mind or does not seems pervasive, and. thus will be examined under the

second category of beliefs, namely, "Beliefs about the Indívídual as a Learner of
Mathematics"-

The third set of beliefs to be examined will be beliefs about the culture of the

mathematics classroom- One aspect of the culture of the classroom is the annosphere

students perceive in the classroom. For example, Sells (Ig73)interviewed students and

found that girls often feel as if teachers belittle theirinteilectual performance @ennema and

Sherman, 1976). Another common belief about the culnre of the mathematics classroom

has to do with expectations of the learner. The belief is that the mathematics student is

expected to be passive and the teacher to be active in the teaching-learning process
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(Spangler, L992). In other words, students tend. to believe that what is expected of them in

the mathematics classroom is to sit back, listen, and absorb information, rather than to be

actively involved in the learning process. Students' beliefs about the culture of the

classroom will also be examined in terms of their comfort level in the classroom, and their

sense of whether or not the teacher is interested in them as individuals. Cooper and

Robinson (1991) reported positive correlations between students' perceived level of teacher

and parental support and students' expectations of their own mathematical efficacy. This

third category of beliefs, namely "Belíefs about the Culture of the Mathematics

Classroom", will thus focus on the culture of the mathematics classroom in terms of the

arnosphere of the classroom, perceived expectations of the students, the students'comfort

level in the classroom, and the students' perception of the interest in individual students

shown by math teachers.

How Mathematics is Best Leamed

The final category of beliefs to be srudied is that of beliefs about how mathematics

is best learned. Buerck (1985) suggests that many women believe mathemarics is learned

by memorizing symbols and processes which have no meaning to the student. She goes on

to suggest that the reasoning process is at the heart of how mathematicians 'do"

mathematics, but that most mathematics students do not see mathematics that way. This

result is not much of a surprise when one considers ttre fact that mathematics is generally

taught under the assumption that the learners absorb what has been covered. This

conception is known as the absorptionmodel (Romberg & Carpenter, 1986). An opposing

point of view can be found with the constuctívíst model, suggesting that "Human beings

are theory builders; from the beginning we construct explanatory structures that help us

find the deeper reality underlying surface chaos" (carey, 1995, p. 194). According to

Spangler (1992), students' learning experiences are likely to contribute to their beliefs
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about what it means to learn mathematics. Thus, the fowth category of beliefs to be

examined in this study will pertain to "Beliefs about how Mathematícs ís Best l-earned,' .

The list of supporters of journal writing is long. One of the reasons that teachers

and researchers support journal witing is that it is perceived to offer benefits in terms of

student understanding. Increased student understanding is conjectured to occur as a direct

result of the more personalized learning that takes place through journal writing. Mett

(1989) suggests that journal witing is a highly effective means for students to personalize

their knowledge. Journal writing is used by Mett to help students explore what they do and

do not understand, and to help them apply new concepts to their own experiences.

Mclntosh (1991) states that the purpose of having srudents write in journals is for them to

reflect on what they are learning and to learn while they are reflecting on what they are

learning. Mclntosh goes on to say that students' journal r¡¿riting entries may lack precision

due to the fact that students are using their own words. However, she states that this is

well made up for by the likelihood that in using their own words, the students wili ascribe

more meaning to the ideas and are therefore more likely to understandthemas opposed to

memoríze them. Marting, Medway, Smith and D'Arcy (1973) sress the importance of

writing as a thinking skill: "When we try to put things into words, we find out what we

think and know, and we come to know in different ways.,' Enhanced student

comprehension is one definite advantage of journal witing that is expounded by teachers

who have used journal v¿riting in their classes.

Another potential benefit to be gained from the joumal writing process is improved

communication between teacher and student. Geeslin (1977)points out thar written

explanations, as opposed to verbal explanations, are advantageous because the written

work is available for further, closer inspection by the teacher, and for later discussion

Journal ÏVriting
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between teacher and student. According to Schmidt (1985), witing tends to open up the

lines of communication between teacher and student and can help to build a sense of

community and trust so that students will be more willing to take risks. Mclntosh (1991)

notes that while half the benefit of journal writing is students' enhanced learning, the other

half is teachers' enhanced awareness of students' learning, knowledge of students'

thinking, and information as to where students are in need of assistance.

Journal writing can also benefit students by helping them to achieve an increased

feeling of self-worth. Graves (1983) says that by encouraging students to write

expressively, they are given the implicit message that they have worthwhile ideas.

Mclntosh (1991) suggests that journal writing may be a way of helping srudents who have

a difficult time in mathematics, but who may excel in literature courses. Joumal uzriting

would appeal to their strengths and perhaps make them feel more positive about

mathematics, as well as enhance their learning. Journal writing may also help students to

acknowledge and deat with any negative feelings they may have towards mathematics, and

thereby help them move on "as if relieved of a burden" @uerck, 1985). "Writing out one's

thoughts often brings a deeper clarity and/or a new insight and with these comes a new

sense of confidence" @uerck, 1985).

There is much support ofjournal witing as an effective iearning tool in the

classroom. Many potential benef,rts of incorporating journal wititrg into the culture of the

classroom are indicated. These benefits include increased student understanding, improved.

communication between teacher and student, and increased feelings of self worth in the

studenl These perceived benefits are significant in this study because they relate directly to

the beliefs that are to be examined for evidence of change. If students experience an

increase in understanding as a result of writing in their journals, they may develop a

corresponding change in their beliefs about how mathematics is best learned. If students

experience improved communication be¡ween themselves and the teacher, they may
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develop a corresponding change in their beliefs about the culture of the mathematics

classroom. If students experience an increased sense of self worth as a result of writing in

their joumals, they may develop a comesponding change in their beliefs about themselves

as learners of mathematics. Finally, as students are exposed to a new and different

instructional process such as journal writing, they may come to see mathematics itseç in a

different light, and thus experience a change in their beliefs about the nature of

mathematics.

Research on affective issues points overwhelmingly to the fact that affect influences

students' learning. When affect is divided into the three components of emotions,

attitudes, and beliefs, it is apparent that beliefs are the most cognitive in nature of the three,

and are also the most firrnly entrenched because they take the longest time to form. Studies

consistently show that many students have negative beliefs about mathematics, and that

these beliefs interfere with their learning of mathematics. If the goals of the NCTM

Standards (1989) are to be met, affective issues such as students' beliefs must be taken into

account. A number of leading theorists suggest that beliefs are greatly influenced by the

culture the student experiences. This being the case, changes in the culture should bring

about corresponding changes in students' beliefs. One such change to the cultu¡e of the

mathematics classroom is the implementation of regular journal writing exercises. Joumal

witing may be the key to influencing students' beliefs, not only because it is a change to

the culture of the classroom, but because it is a change which itself may have di¡ect impact

on the beliefs that students hold.

Summary of the Review of the Literature



The purpose of the study was to examine whether a change in instructional practices

in the mathematics classroom, specifically the implementation of regular journal writing

exercises, would cause a coresponding change in students' beliefs about mathematics. A

secondary purpose was to examine what types of beliefs would be affected by such a

change.

Chapter Three

METHOD AND PROCEDURES

The subjects in this study were students at two high schools in V/innipeg,

Manitoba. From the fust high school, designated as School I, four different classes were

involved. These classes were each taught by a different teacher, and each class was

studying a different level of mathematics. Class A was a grade twelve, general level (ie.

not university entrance level) mathematics class. Class B was a grade ten, university

entrance level class composed of students identifred as being weak in mathematics. Class

C was a grade twelve, university entrance level class. Finally, class D was a grade 10,

general level math class composed of students identified as being "at risk". From the

second high school, designated as School II, two classes were involved. These two

classes were both taught by the same teacher and were both studying grade ten, university

entrance level mathematics. Because of the homogeneity of these two classes, they were

grouped together and labelled as class E for purposes of the study.

The teachers who chose to involve their classes in the study did so because of their

interest in the study and in journal writing in particular.
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The instrument used to assess students' beliefs was a Likert-type questionnaire

which was developed by the resea¡cher. The standard Likert-type questionnaire consists of

statements to which the subject must respond on a scale from strongly disagree to strongly

agree' often identif,red by the numbers one through five. This standard style was modified

slightly by changing the range so that it went from one to ten, in order to allow for more

flexibility in responses, and thus greater sensitivity to changes occurring during the time

period of the study.

The questionnaire consisted of four scales, one for each of the four main belief

categories being studied. The scales regarding beliefs about the nature of mathematics,

the individual student as a learner of mathematics, and how math is best learned each

contained nine statements. The scale regarding beliefs about the culture of the mathematics

classroom consisted of seven statements. The statements chosen were intended to reflect

the conception of beliefs suggested by Mandler's theory in that they are statements

cha¡acterized by terms such as "i.s", "afe", and "am", and thus involve a higher degree of

cognitive involvement and a lower degree of affective involvement than do anitudes and

emotions.

The statements used on the questionnaire were compited by the researcher and were

based on similar statements on instruments designed by Fennema and Sherm an (I976),

schoenfeld (1989), Kloosrerman and stage (lgg2),and schommer (1993). The

statements which appear on the questionnaire were chosen from an initial list of 54

statements compiled by the researcher. Six professionals, including four high school

mathematics teachers and one university mathematics professor were given a randomly

ordered list of the statements and asked to decide under which of the four main belief

categories each best fit. The final questionnaire items were selected according to the extent

of agreement among the professionals as to the appropriate category for each statement.

Instrumentation
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Only statements to which there were at least five identical responses from the six

respondents were placed into the final questionnaire. This analysis resulted in a final

questionnaire of 34 statements.

The scale items appear in order by scale in Appendix E. on the actual

questionnaire given to the students, the statements were in ra¡dom order, as shown in

Appendix F.

Before the study began, the teachers involved in the study were all given some

recommendations by the researcher on how to implement the joumat writing exercises in

their classes. The recoÍlmendations were based. on the researcher's own experience with

journal w¡iting as well as on relevant literature. It was recommended to the teachers that

they have the students write in their journals as often as possible, perhaps even every day.

It was also recommended that teachers not allow students to take the journals home, as this

would inevitably lead to situations where sfudents did not have their journals with them

when a writing assignment was given. Another suggestion was that the teachers should nry

to read and respond to the students' journals as often as possible. Finally, it was suggested

that teachers allow approximately five minutes of class time for journal writing each time

they asked the students' to w¡ite in their journals.

In order to have some degree of consistency in the journat writing experiences that

students were exposed to, the teachers were each given a list ofjournat writing topics to be

used with their classes (see Appendix D). The list was composed of twenty five varied

types of questions to which students would respond in their journals. Teachers \pere asked

to firy to use each topic on the list at least once with their classes. Beyond that, teachers

were given the freedom to create and use any ideas of their own for journal writing topics.

Instruction al Procedu¡e
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The study itself began in the first week of February of 1995. During this week,

students from the classes involved in the study were given the beliefs questionnaire and

asked to respond to each statement on the questionnaire by circling a number from one to

ten, where one represented "strongly d.isagree" and ten represented "strongly agree". For

consistency in the sample, students were asked to put the last four digits of thei¡ phone

number on the questionnaire to allow for the matching of the "before" and.,after,,

questionnaires. Following the completion of the questionnaire, teachers were to begin

implementing the journal writing exe¡cises in their math classes on a regular basis.

In June of 1995, after five months of regular journal writing, students were asked

once again to respond to the questionnaire. This second questionnaire was identical to the

first, except for the addition of an open-ended question which was intended to give

students the opporn:nity to more di¡ectly express their feelings about the journal writing

process. At this time, the teachers were also asked to fill in a survey (Appendix G) to

provide information on some details of their individual experiences with the journal

writing. As part of this survey, the teachers were asked to indicate which of the 25 journal

writing topics they had actually used with their classes by checking the topics on an

attached list.

Procedure
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In inteqpreting the data from the student questionnaires, it is important to note that

only questionnaires for which there was a corresponding "before" and. "after", completed

by the same student, were used in the statistical analysis. The design of the study

necessitated a match benveen the respondents before and after the implementation of the

joumal o*iting exercises for statistical testing purposes.

Interpretation of the Data
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The data from the student questionnaires were analyzed.statistically using a

statistical program called SAS. Using SAS, mean responses and standard deviations were

calculated for each item on the questionnaires administered both before and after the

implementation of the journat writing exercises. The difference in the mean ..before" 
and

mean "after" value was then calculated for each item and a paired t-test was performed on

this difference. It should be noted that although the exploratory nature of this study allows

for multiple t-tests, the possibility of the occrurence of type I errors is thereby increased.

As well as looking at the individual items on the questionnaire, the four separate

scales of the questionnaire were also analyzed in a similar manner. To determine a mean

value for a whole scale, the mean values of each of the items composing that scale were

averaged on both the "before" and "after" questionnaires. Using a paired t-test for each

scale, the mean score "before" was then compared with the mean score.,after".

Information from the teacher survey forms was summa¡i zed, in a descriptive manner

and used to provide background information for interpreting the results of the statistical

tests. A descriptive sunmary of the students' responses to the open-ended question on the

"after" questionnaire was also created to provide further background information for

interpretin g the results.



The analysis of the data will be organized into six secrions. The first section will

statistically compare the individual "before" and "after" items on each scale. The second

section will examine the scales as a whole comparing "before" and "after" means for each

scale statistically. The third section will provide a descriptive summary of the teachers'

survey forms and relate this information to the analysis of the data. The fourth section will

descriptively summarizetheresponses to the open-ended question on the students, .,after,,

questionnaire. A subsidiary analysis of the data will be examined in the fifth section, and

in the final section, an overall summary of the results of the study will be given.

Chapter Four

ANALYSIS OF TTIE DATA

For each item on the four scales, the mean score and standard deviation were

calculated for both the "before" and "after" questionnaires, as well as for the djfference

between these means. It should be noted that in certain cases a student omitted an item on

either the "before" or the "after" questionnaire. In these cases, that student's data \r/as not

used in the calculation of the difference in the "before" and "after" means for that particular

item. It is also important to note that the wording of certain items on each scale necessitated

the scoring of those items in reverse. Tables 1-4 summarize this information.

On the "Nature of Mathematics" scale (table 1), a value of one represented. a view

of the nature of mathematics as a discipline which is characterized by creative, active,

problem solving as described in the NCTM Standards (1989). A value of ten represenred a

view of mathematics which corresponds to Perry's (1970,1981) dualistic conceprion of
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Table 1

Scale: The Nature of Mathematics - Itemized Results

1. Mathematics is mostly facts and procedures
that have to be memorized

2. Everything important about mathematiðs
is already know by mathematicians.

Item

3. Mathematics is thought provoking.

4. Mathematics can be defined as
computation.

5. Mathematics is a non-creative subject.

Tïme
Before
Afær

Difference

6. If a friend and I got different answers

Before
After

Difference

to a math problem, one of use would
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5.92
6.17
0.2s

have to be wrong.

7. Mathematics involves the active pursuit
of patterns.

Before
After

Difference

4.92
4.84
-0.09

2.52
2.23
2.87

8. In mathematics, something is either

Before
After

Difference

right or wrong, there is no middle ground.

77
77
77

4.35
4.75
0.40

2.43
2.7r
2.80

9. Mathematics involves lots of creative
thinking.

Before
After

Difference

75
77
75

6.14
6.40
0.28

2.06
2.r9
2.32

Note. On this scale, a response of 1 represented a creative, active, problem solving
perception of mathematics. A response of 10 represented a rigid, static, rule-bound
perception of mathematics. Items 3,7 , and 9 were scored in reverse.
*p < .05, for the t-test.

Before
After

Difference

4.78
4.t 1

-0.06

77
77
77

1.87
r.62
r.94

Before
After

Difference

5.40
5.13
-0.27

74
75
72

2.64
2.56
2.t8

Before
After

Difference

77
77
77

4.70
5.11
0.42*

3.01
3.05
3.07

Before
After

Difference

5.47
5.48
0.01

77
77
77

r.79
1.57
1.8 i

4.99
4.96
-0.03

77
76
76

2.46
2.70
2.8r

77
77
77

2.33
))?
2.24

77
77
77
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mathematics, in which students see mathematics as rigid, static, and rule-bound.

Accordingly, a decrease in the mean response value would indicate a shift in students'

beliefs which brings them more in line with the vision of the Standards. Of the nine items

on this scale, only four experienced a change in this direction, while five went the opposite

direction. Any changes in the mean scores which did occur were relatively small. The

only item with a change large enough to be considered statistically significant was item

number 7, "Mathematics involves the active pursuit of patterns" , ! (75) = 2.02, B < .05.

However, this change was in the direction indicating a decrease in the students'perception

of mathematics as involving the active pursuit of patterns. It is likely that the ',pursuit of

patterns" was not explicitly examined in any of the students' journal writing exercises. In

fact, writing itself may have been seen as an activity which is extremely different from

activities in which patterns are actively sought. Students are likely not making the

connection bet'ween understandin g mathematical concepts and recognizin g p attern s.

On the "Individual as a Learner of Mathematics" scale (fabl e 2), avalue of one

represented a view of oneself as not having a "mathematical mind" as described by Tobias

(1978), and thus not being capable of creating mathematical ideas. A value of ten

represented the opposite view, that one has a mathematical mind and is capable of creating

mathematical ideas. Accordingly, an increase in mean response values would indicate a

shift in students' beliefs that would bring them more in line with the vision of the

Standards. Of the nine items on this scale, only four saw an increase in mean response,

while five saw a decrease in mean response. Here again, any changes in the mean values

1¡'r9¡s Small, and in fact none were statistically significant changes on this scale.

On the "Culture of the Mathematics Classroom" scale (table 3), a value of one

represented a perception of the mathematics classroom as being a cold, uncaring,

unfriendly environment. Conversely, a value of ten represented a perception of the



Table2

1. I can do ha¡d math problems if I am
persistent and don't give up too soon.

Z.My creative thinking abilities help
me in math.

Item

3. When I get a poor grade in mathe-
matics, it's because I haven't
studied hard enough.

4. When I get a good grade in mathe-
matics, it's because I'm good at
math.

Before
After

Difference

5. If I get stuck on a diff,rcult math
problem, I might as well give up
because I will never solve it.

Time

6. I have great difficulty with time-
consuming math problems.

Before
After

Difference

6.9r
7.25
0.34

7. When I get a poor grade in mathe-

Before
After

Difference
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5.49
5.92
0.43

matics, it's because I'm just not good

2.60
2.1,5

2.61

at math.

8. I am not capable of creating mathe-

Before
After

Difference

6.33
6.61
0.30

matical ideas.

))o
2.15
2.31

77
77
77

9. I can solve time-consuming math

Before
After

Difference

6.38
5.88
-0.47

problems.

2.74
2.4r
2.67

77
77
77

Before
After

Difference

Note. On this scale, a response of 1 represented a perception of self as not capable of
creating mathematical ideas. A value of 10 represented a perception of self as capable
of creating mathematical ideas. Items 5, 6,7, and 8 were sco¡ed in reverse.

7.77
7.49
-0.27

77
77
77

2.58
2.32
2.89

Before
After

Difference

5.16
4.91
-0.28

2.28
2.24
2.48

77
76
76

Before
After

Difference

6.77
6.53
-0.23

2.56
2.49
2.67

77
77
77

Before
After

Difference

6.13
s.94
-0.13

76
77
76

2.6r
2.6s
3.01

s.69
6.03
0.34

2.36
2.04
2.02

77
77
77

2.54
2.51
2.5r

76
77
76

77
77
77
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1. In math class, students are expected to just
sit back. listen, and absorb information.

2.Ihave some degree of personal contact
with my math teacher.

3. If I don't understand something in rnathe-
matics,I would be able to talk to the
teacher about it.

4. My mathematics teacher is aware of what
I understand and do not understand.

5. I can communicate with my mathematics
teacher.

Before
After

Difference

6. Mathematics teachers are intereste¿ in
teaching math only, they do not care about
students as individuals.

Before
Afær

Difference

7.My mathematics teacher gives me help
with things I do not understand.

7.55
7.71
0.17
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Before
After

Difference

5.52
6.36
0.84**

2.36
1.98
2.75

Note. On this scale, a response of 1 represented a perception of math class as a cold,
uncaring, unfriendly environment. A response of 10 represented a perception of math
class as a warm, caring, cornmunicative environment. ite-s 1 and 6 *ri, ,.or.d in reverse.*p < .05. **p < .01, for the t-test.

Before
After

Difference

8.42
7.92
-0.49*

2.48
2.20
2.50

77
77
77

Before
Afær

Difference

5.78
6.r4
0.36

1.98
2.05
2.05

77
77
77

Before
After

Difference

7.32
7.58
0.25

2.18
1.94
2.09

77
77
77

Before
After

Difference

7.95
8.03
0.11

2.05
2.08
2.27

77
77
77

8.16
8.24
0.03

2.27
2.08
2.69

76
77
76

77
76
76

1.88
1.80
1.77

77
75
75



mathematics classroom as being a warm, caring, communicative environment. As such,

an increase in mean response value would indicate a change in students' beliefs which

would bring them more in line with the vision of the Standards. On this scale, all but one

of the items experienced a change in this direction. Two of the items on this scale

experienced a change great enough to be considered statistically significant. Item number

2,"Ihave some degree of personal contact with my mathematics teacher" showed the

greatest degree of change of all the items on all four scales,te6) =2.96,p < .01. This

change indicated that students felt they had increased personal conract with their

mathematics teachers. This response is consistent with the fact that journal writing

provided a new method of contact benveen the teacher and student which the student had

not experienced before the study. On the other hand, item number 3, "If f don't understand

something in mathematics,I would be able to talk to the teacher about it", showed a

statistically significant change in the opposite direction, te6) = _2.11, B < .05. It is

possible that students felt less inclination to actually speak to the teacher about a

mathematics problem as they became more and more comfortable with communicating in

written form through the journals.

On the "How Mathematics is Best læarned" scale (fabl e 4), aresponse of one

indicated a perception that mathematics is best learned through an active approach which

involves activities such as working with ideas, and sharing ideas with others. A response

of ten, on the other hand, indicated a perception that mathematics is best learned through a

passive approach involving absorption of ideas, and memorizationof procedures.

Thereby, a change in line with the view of the Standards would be one in which rhe mean

values decreased. Of the nine items on this scale, six underwent a change in this direction,

two underwent a change in the opposite direction, and one experienced no change. Of

these changes, none were exfeme enough to be considered statistically significant.
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Table 4

1. Mathematics is best learned by memori-
ing rules and procedures.

2. Mathematics is best learned bt rTring
to understand the processes involved.

Item

3. Mathematics is best learned by examine-
ing lots of different ways to do the same
problem.

4. Mathematics is best learned by memoriz-
ing the exact procedures that the teacher

5. The best way to learn math is to simpty
sit back and listen to the math lesson.

Time
Before
After

Difference

6. Mathematics is best learned by tlúnking
things through individually.

Before
Afær

Difference

7. The best way to learn math is to memoriã

6.70
6.60
-0.10
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all the formulas.

Before
After

Difference

8. Time used to investigate why a solution

3.01
3.2s
0.27

D
2.67
2.11
2.41

to a math problem worls is time well spent.

Before
After

Difference

9. Mathematics is best learned by Oiscussing

4.78
4.s6
-0.22

77
77
77

1.77
1.69
2.27

ideas with orhers.

Before
After

Difference

5.87
5.49
-0.38

Note. On this scale, a response of 1 represented a belief that math is best learned by working
with it and sharing ideas. A response of 10 represented a belief that math is best learned by
memorizing exact procedures. On ttris scale, items 1,2,8, and 9 \ryere scored in reverse.

2.50
2.11
2.85

75
77
75

Before
After

Difference

3.43
3.84
0.42

2.72
2.35
2.27

77
77
77

Before
After

Difference

6.22
s.88
-0.37

2.57
2.28
2.59

77
76
76

Before
Afær

Difference

5.70
5.s7
-0.t4

77
77
77

2.45
1.95
2.62

Before
Afær

Difference

4.30
4.30
0.00

77
76
76

2.33
2.22
2.r2

4.14
4.00
-0.r4

2.32
2.32
2.73

77
76
76

2.19
1.86
2.43

77
77
77

77
77
77
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Upon examination of the standa¡d deviations for the mean values it was observed

that the standad deviation on the difference in the "before" and "afted'means was generally

on the same order as the standard deviation on those two means individually. This is

explained by the fact that the possible range of values on this difference was twice the

possible range on the individual "before" and "after" means, since a sildent's response

could change by nine unia in eithe¡ the positive or the negative direction on this difference

calculation. In fact, in all cases the acn¡al ftmge of values was indeed larger on the

difference in the means than on the ¡po means individually. Taking the largerrange into

account, it beæomes aPparent that although the standard deviation of the difference in the

"before" and "aftetr" means is as large as the standard deviations on these two means

themselves, the difference values were in fact less widely spread over their range.

The Scales as a Whole

This section will examine the scales as a whole. A mean value for each scale was

calculated by taking the average of the mean values of each individual item on that scale.

This was done for both the "before" and the "aftetr" questionnaires. The difference in these

"before" and "aftetr" means was then calculated, and a paired t-test rilas done on this

difference. Table 5 summarizes the rcsults for this change in the mean for each scale.

Table 5

Analysis of Dfference in'Whole Scale Means Before and After
lFull Data Set)

Scale
Nature

Individual 74

Classroom 73

_Lqqqile 72

¡E
70

M
0.07

-0.02

0.20

-0.0s

SD
0.89

1.19

1.33

1.1r

0.69

-0.16

1.31

-0.41

0.s0

0.87

0.19

0.68
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As table 5 indicates, none of the scales taken as a whole show any sratistically

significant changes, since none of the ! scores ind.icated. B < 0.05. The only trend which is

of note is that the change in the mean value for the "Culture of the Classroom" scale was

significantly larger than the changes in the mean values on the other three scales.

This section will provide a descriptive summary of the information received from

the teachers involved in the study by way of a teacher survey which they were asked to

complete at the end of the study. As part of the survey teachers were asked to indicate, on

a list of the joumal writing topics, those topics which they had actually used with their

classes. A tally of these resulrs is given in Figure 1.

Teachers A through D were all from School I. School I is in a middle class suburb

of Winnipeg, but the area immediately surrounding the school is characteri zed,by high rise

aparrnents and low income housing. The cross section of students in the school

characterizes the school as equivalent to an inner city, or "core area" school. Attendance is

a problem in this school, especially among students in general level courses. This is

evident from the low ratio of students who completed both the "before" and ,.after,,

questionnaires compared to the total number of students enrolled in the courses. Another

reason for this low ratio is that the "after" questionnaire was written by students during

their last week of classes before exams. During this time of the year numerous year-end

extra curricular activities take students out of their classes. Many students also opt to stay

home and study during this week because generally no new material is covered at this time.

Teacher A

Teacher A had a grade twelve, general level (ie. not university entrance level)

mathematics class. The class initially had37 srudents in it, but only 27 remained by the

Teacher S urvey Information



Figure 1

Scale: The Nature of Mathematics
1. Where do the n¡les in math come from?

2. What is math? B¡ainstorm as many ideas as you
can come up with.

3. What subject is math the most like and why? What
subject is math the least like and why?

Scale: The Individual as a Leamer of Mathematics
1. \Vhat is the most difEcult math concept to learn so

far?
2. (After a weekend). How did you use math this

weekend?
3. (After completing a resr). How do you think you

did? If you could srudy for the test again, what

T

would you do differently?
Describe your most positive or most negative
experience with math.
Describe your strengths and weaknesses as a math
student.
What arc your goals in math? How do you plan to

achieve these goals?
Describe how the concept you leamed today will be
useful to you in the future.

4.

5.

6.

7.

ABCDE
Teacher
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Scale: The Cultrne of the Mathematics Classroom
1. What do you think is the purpose of writing in a math

journal?
2. How do you feel math class is going so far?

3. Describe your favourite math class.

Scale: How Mathematics is Best Learned
1. Write a lener to a younger student explaining today's

lesson so he or she will understand it.
2. How does the concept from today's class relate to the

other ones you have previously learned?
3. If you had to teach this concept, what would you do

x

xx

x

Tall

1

)

2

xxx

xxxxx

x

x

XXX

J

)

to help sn¡dents understand it?

xx

XX

x

xx

5

J

J

4

2

xx

xx

XX

3

J

3

)XX

x

XX



Figure 1 - continued

4. Your friend was absen
today's lesson so that he or she wiil understand what
you learned.

5. Choose the easiest and the most difficult quesrion
from the last assignment. How are they different?
What makes one more difficult than the other?

6. Create a problem for an upcoming test and solve it.
Why do you think it would make a good test question

7. List as many of the different concepìs from this unit
as you can without looking in your notes.

8. (Given a mistaken solution to a problem). Explain
to the person who solved this problem what they d.id
wrong and how they can prevent making this same
mistake in the future.

9. (Given a term from a recent lesson). Define this
term in your own words.

[0. C]eate a word problem based on today's lesson and
solve it.

i1. (Given a typical assignment question). V/rite in
_ 

words how you would go about solving this problem.
.2. (Afte¡ a tesr). Explain how to correctly solve a

today's lesson
you learned.

Tooi

to the person who solved
wrong and how they can
mistake in the future.

10. Cleate a word problem based on today's lesson and

term in your own words.

they different?
the other?

11. (Given a typical assignment question). V/rite in

g test and solve it.
a good test question?

12. (After a tesr). Explain how to correctly solve a

)n to a problem). Explain
this problem what they did
prevent making this same

ABCD
Teacher

problem that you made a mistake on when writing the
math test.
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XX

end of the term. Only 8 students completed both the before and after surveys, due mainiy

to the very irregula¡ attendance of the srudents.

Teacher A found it very difficutt to institute regularjournat writing in his class,

citing reasons such as: many students did not take the project seriously; many were not

inclined to write much, especiaily since the class was fust period in the morning; and

attendance and tardiness problems.

ET
x3

I

xx

x

x

X

XXX

KXX

xxxx

x
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Teacher A had his students write in their journals only five or six times during the

five month period of the study. Considering the extreme attendance and ta¡diness problems

he experienced rvith this class, it is likely that any individual student may have only written

two or three journal entries in total. Since the purpose of this study was to examine

students beliefs before and after five months of reeular journal writing, whether or not this

class should be included in the final analysis is questionable.

Teacher A used two journal witing topics from the "Ind.ividual as a læarner of
Mathematics" list, and th¡ee topics from the "How Mathematics is Best Learned,,list. He

responded to the journals nvice in total, and did not assign marks for the journals.

Teacher B

Teacher B had a grade ten, university entrance level class composed of students

identified as being weak in mathematics. These students attended two math periods per

day, rather than one, in an effort to help them master the mathematics material. This extra

daily math period occured only during the fTrst term. During rhe second term, when rhe

study was conducted, the students attended the standard one class per day. There were 22

students in this class, 11 of whom completed both the before and after survey.

Teacher B managed to have his students write in their journals once a week, on

average. He usually responded to the students' journat entries after each entry. Ma¡ks

were not assigned for the journals.

Teacher B used one journal witing topic from the "Nature of Mathematics" list, six

from the "Individual as a l,earner of Mathematics" list, all th¡ee from the ..Cultu¡e of the

Mathematics Classroom" list, and six from the "How Mathematics is Best Læarned,, list.

He also used some of his own ideas for joumal topics, usually not math related, but on a

more personal level, such as: "What did you do on the weekend?" or "\Mhat are your plans

for the future?"
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In terms of negative aspects of the experience, teacher B indicated that some

students "bucked" and constantly questioned the idea of writing. Teacher B also found that

reading and responding to the journals, which took him benveen 5 and 15 minutes each

tims ¡þs students wrote, added to his workload- He also noted that it was sometimes

difficult reading because some students tended to use poorly constructed sentences or give

shallow answers.

On the positive side, teacher B found that he got to know his students a little bit

better, and that it gave the quiet students an opportunity to communicate with him. He also

found that the writing exercises gave him some insight on some of the problem areas that

students were experiencing with the course content.

Teacher C

Teacher C had a class of 24. grade twelve, university entrance level students.

Fifteen students responded to both the "before" and..after" surveys.

Teacher C had students write in their journats once or twice a week, on average.

She responded to the students' journal entries every time they wrote, and felt that this

usually took about 15 minutes. She did not assign any marks for the joumal.

Teacher C did not use any topics from the "Nature of Mathematics" üst. She used

ttfee topics from the "Individual as a Learner of Mathematics" list, none from the..Cultu¡e

of the Mathematics Classroom" list, and four from the "How Mathematics is Best Learned,,

list. She also used numerous questions of her own. Some of these questions were related.

to course content, such as, "What a¡e conics?" and. "'What is factoring?;' Others were of a

more personal nature, such as, "How was your spring break?"

The negative aspects of the experience for teacher C included the extra marking,

although she indicated that this was "not thar big a deal"; dealing with a few students who

thought the journals were a waste of time; and time constraints. The positive aspects of the
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experience for teacher C included the change of pace from the regular classroom activities,

being able to deal with "feelings", and having better communication with her students.

Teacher D

Teacher D had a class of 20 grade ten, general level mathematics students. These

students were catego¡ized as "at risk" and were grouped together in other classes as well.

They also had one teacher for both science and mathematics, and another for both English

and social studies, in an effort to better respond to their special needs. Six of the students

responded to both the "before" and.,after" surveys.

Teacher D had his students write in their journals nvo or th¡ee times per week, and.

responded to their journal entries each time they wrote. He found that it took

approximately fifteen minutes to respond to the joumal entries each time. Marks were

assigned for the journal entries, and the teacher indicated that the marks were based mainly

on effort and impression. The journal mark constiuted,l0To of the students' terrn rwo

grade.

Teacher D used nvo topics from the "Nature of Mathematics" list, six from the

"Individual as a L,earner of Mathematics" Iist, all three from the "Culture of the Mathematics

Classroom" list, and eight from the "How Mathematics is Best LÆarned" list. Some of this

teacher's own ideas forjournal entries included, "How do you feel prior to writing a rest or

exam?" and, "How do you cope with th.ose feelings?"

Teacher D did not cite any negative aspects of the experience. In terms of positive

aspects' he felt that it gave him a clea¡er insight into his students, gave him another

oppornrnity to have one on one communication with the students, and gave students an

oppornmity to provide questions for tests andqtnzzr,s. His overall comment about the

experience was that it was a terrific exercise that he has added to his teaching ,.bag of

tricks".



TeacherE

Teacher E was the only teacher from School tr. School II is situated in a middle

class suburban area of Winnipeg. Attendance is not as much of a problem in this school.

This is evident from the higher ratio of students who were present for both the before and

after surveys.

Teacher E involved two of her classes in the journal writing exercises. Both classes

were grade ten, university enrance level classes, each with 26 students. Because of the

homogenous nature of these two classes, they were grouped together as one class for

pu{poses of this study. Of the 52 students making up class E, 37 responded to both the

before and after surveys.

Teacher E had her students write in their journals once or rwice a week, and she

read and responded to the journals each time the students wïote. She indicated that it took

approximately 30 minutes per class to mark the journals. Ten marks were assigned for

effort on the journal entries.

Teacher E did not use any of her own questions for the journal topics. She used

two of the "Nature of Mathematics" topics, five of the "Individual as a Learner of

Mathematics" topics, all three of the "Culture of the Mathematics Class¡oom" topics, and

eight of the "How Mathematics is Best Læarned" topics.

The only negative aspect of the experience that teacher E mentioned was the added

work that it meant for her. The positive aspects of the experience included getting to know

the students bettec finding that students were gaining confidence, which transfered to

them asking more questions in class; and learning where some of the students' errors in

thinking were coming from.

Based on the information given by teachers in the teacher survey forrn, it would

appear that to varying degrees, all the teachers involved in the study except for teacher A
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were able to implement the journal writing as intended at the outset of the study. Because

of the difficuities in implementing regular journal writing exercises experienced by reacher

A, a Subsidiary Analysis section has been added to examine the results as they would

appear if the students from class A were omined from the study.

Open Ended Question for Students

On the "afte/'suvey, srudents were asked to respond to an open-ended question.

The question w¿ls "'What are your overall feelings about joumal writing in math class?,,

The students'responses to the open ended question are given in Figure 2. They are

grouped by class because the nature of the responses to the question seemed to be

somewhat indicative of the nanre of the class from which the students came. Only

questionnaires for which there was a corresponding "before" and "after" were examined.

here as these were the only ones for which the resea¡cher could be ce¡tain that the students

had actually been en¡olled in the class for the full five monrhs of the study. Judging

students' responses as either positive, negative, or neutral, it was determined ¡hatTlVo of
the responses were positive, l77o were negative, and, LSVo were neutral in narure. This

indicates that for the most part, students are accepting of the practice of joumal wriring, and

in fact, in many cases have very positive things to say about it.

It is interesting to note that responses were generally more positive in the higher

level classes, both in terms of grade level and course level. It is possible that students rvith

greater cognitive processing capabilities find journal writing to be both easier to handle and

of more benefit to them as learners. Putting one's thoughts into words requires a great deal

of cognitive effort, and may thus be very frustrating to srudents operating from a lower

cognitive processing level.



Figure 2

Class A - Grade

1l_thought 
it was a pret

I I wasn't understandíng.
I

I

ll do not míndiournal writing in math class becawe it is a changefrom doing math questions
lall the time.

we didn't wríte in it often enough to know if it helped. Maybe if the teacher or students wascommitted then maybe the outcome would.'ve beei beuer. i think it's a greø idea to hatte journals inMath' P?ople get to knaw themselves better when it comes to Math and the rcacher can understand.the problems the student ts having in Math and help the student in tlnt department.

General Level

We only díd tt once or rwíce, but it was okoy.

I didn't thínk it made any dffirence at all.

we didn't wríte very often, so I don't think it really helped. But it seems tike it could. be a good. iclea.

Okav!

Class B- Grade Ten, Universitv ent ar,."
It was okøy. I dídn't 

^r,
It helped me ín some sítuatíors but ít wasn,t that great.

Don't really care.

welt it was kínd of dffirent to be wríttng in journals but ít gave us a breakfrom math. I kind ofliked it because I love to write.

I 
-think 

by writíng Journal in Math class tt can help you ín dffirent ways. Journals can help you in
the future.

Belicfs -tr4

It is good but we shoutd do better #'s & either d.o it I a week or on a normnl sched.unl.

It's O.K. but if I didn't have to, I wouldn,t.

I think some of the thíngs we wrote hetped me do a líttle better in math because ít hetped me to
remember some Drocedures cause we ha.d to write them out.

Identified Weak Students



Figure 2 - continued
I thoughr it kínd of got o
me wfth math or not.

çtass C- C¡aqe f
'::::-n:#:¡ 

different r t
soyingthem.--.-r-rvv.L9'Úlu|LJL^'L

,^:::y,.:,y,^:::f::::!:: ,: 
: !?"0 í(7 in math ctass. rt gives w as students a chance to expressv.ut.ve .v 94yt çourselves and the teacher arso gets an idea about what his/ñer srudcnt;; ük. 

- '

It'sO'K',itsanicebreakintheday. I'mnotsureifitchanged,orhelpedanythingthough.

I felt that iournal writíng ín maùcmatics was very unuswt. I helped me understand things aboutmath that I didn't really get. overall ít was avery ínteresting time.

I did not get a clønce to particípate enough in the journal writíng to realtze its potential; but I,m
sure that if used in the ríght context, it could be a-very effectiveTearning tool.

I thought it was a good ídea. Just to kind of do somethíng a little dffirent ín math class.

I think it is a good idea-becatne it gíves you a clnnce to think about dffirent problems in adffirent format. It helps you und,erstand math becawe you can see where you went wrong in
undcrs tarzding s omething.

Didn't líke,found ít to be a waste of class time.

Thís was a good thing to help me the srudcnt communicate wíth my teacher on topic I,m havíng
rrouble wíth!

Writing ín a iournal in math class lælped, me undcrstand problems more becatne I could write them
ín my own words and undcrstand them more clearly. n àtso helped me to get a I on I relationship
withmy mnthrcacher.

I'm not too srrre yl did hetp
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I liked it! It was a good breakfrom tlæ fumdntrn of the tradítional math class.

It wasn't bad. It was kínd of fun sometimes.

It helped, to communicate wíth [teacher CJ alot more, because thís way, she wasn't alwoys
helpíng somebody else too.

Journal was a níce change and is also a way to communicate better with the teacher



Well ir is good Ue
goob because is the onlv wrw hnus nt* tonnt Þt L^... ^,-) , -,

2 - continued

çlFssDrGtudrTrn,G

',,!,P:t'r':::1yea 
w

we might have about anythíng. 
vtu wÑ qt'! 

'Ita''tlturt'\

I don't líke it. It sock.

I actwlly ltke iourral w|ítíng it tælps me communícate with tlæ teacher more bener and,I can writewhat I líþc nnd ¡Jn nnt Iìbø í- ¡t,ç*-tL ^,^^- - r t ,what I líke and do not tíke in our math class and I don,t mid, contínuing ít.

It was alright we got to right abow Math

I never got anything out ofit.

Its a waíst

ur thinkins and feelin

I did not really like iourttal writíng it was a waste of my time (no offense) I høve alot of catching
UP to do and, iournal writinø wnc n/.tt nno nf ¡høn

Class E - Grade Ten. Uni
It's cool.

I think the Journal was good because ít gatte me a clønce to ask questíon. It also gave me a
student to teacher relationshíp. Which I feel is very important in-doing good, ín moth.

It's goodfor the teacher but thøt,s all.

I liked the journals.

writing was not one of them
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The iownal writing at tímes is interestíng, but at other tímes boríng. Tlere need's to be more
in-depth questions.

I líked how the teaclær couldfind out how the classfelt.

The Journal was ea.sy and good to write ín.

I ltked gening the commenx backfromthe teacher on
was O.K.

It helned mc to s teacher onal

what I wrote. I thought journal wríting

'oblems I hadwith rhe she t



Figure 2 - continued
I think it was good except tni@.
I thínk it ís a good ídea to have iournal writing ín math calss because ít helps srudents and teachersto communícate bener.

I feel ít ís a goodway to commwicate withyour teacher.

My overallfeelìngs about Journal writting ín math class are it's good because you can ask quesrtonsyour scared to ask in class and the teacher can get to know you on a one on one basis. I like Journalwrining.

Hate ft.

I thí'nkiournal wrtting was a good thing, it helped me und,erstand my math questions a lot better.I can now do the problems, say how ti solve it, and, wríte out how io do ít in words. It was a great
help! Thara!

Not too bad.

It was good because we could communicate better.

It's okay, ít's good becattse tÍyou can? communicate withyour math teacher personally, at least
you canwrite to tlæ teaclter ínstead.

It got me away from the actunl calculating and, mínd, blowíng problems. It helped me get through to
the teacher that I hate math. Now she knows and, it's great-to get it offmy cltest.

I did not mind.

They are okay bw are a linle tíme consutning.

It was not bad.
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It wasn't bad. You got to know the teacher bener.

I dídn't really enioy wrítíng in my journal. But I líked when [teacher EJ would write something
back. I jwt thought ít was a good way to waste class.

good to see if you're doíng somethíng right, and if not, you get help.

I líke il becuase it gives me a chance to ideas about the s



Fi
Productive v¿ay to waste class t¡r¡te.

ure 2 - continued

I felt that ít allowed us as srudents to communicate on ct more open level wíth the maú teacher, notonly educatíonal, but personal as well. It also helped to underitand problems more into depth. I
believe it was a good ideas and, ít herped me tn more tlan one way.

Journalwritíng was oK. because it gave me a clance to say what I thtnk about wlat we were
doing ín math.

-Iournal wrítíng was weird, so I don't thínk I want b do ít again.

I 
.think writing a response iournnl ín math ís a good exercise which helps the teacher understand

the students work habbits, etc.

I tlnught it was good because [teacher E] then knew where I was havtng problems ín tÌæ coarse.

Jourral wrirtngs are alright but we courd do with out them.

It was possible to categorize a large number of the positive responses to the open-

ended question into th¡ee different areas. These areas were 1) appreciation of the change in

routine, 2) feelings of increased understanding of subject matrer, and 3) appreciation of the

increased communication between teacher and student. From the 51 positive responses ro

the open-ended question, the researcher found 8 references to appreciation of rhe change in

routine, 12 references to feelings of increased understanding of subject matter, and,23

references to appreciation of the increased communication benveen teacher and srudent.

The numerous references to increased communication between teacher and student

combined with the statistically significant change observed on the scale item, "f have some

degree of personal contact with my mathematics teacher" seem to indicate that the journal

u,riting had the grcatest effect on students' beliefs about the culture of the mathematics

classroom.
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As ea¡lier noted, teacher A had a great deal of difficulry in regularly implementing

journal writing exercises in his mathematics class. As a result, the students in this class did

not receive the regular exposure to journal writing that was anticipated and called for at the

outset of the study. For this reason, it is worth examining the data set for the whole scale

analysis with class A removed. The statistical calcuiations were done in the same way as

for the whole scale analysis which used the enti¡e data set. Again, a mean value for each

scale was calculated by taking the average of the mean values of each individual item on

that scale. This was done for both the "before" and the "after" questionnaires. The

difference in these "before" and "after" means was then calculated, and a paired t-test was

done on this difference. Table 6 summarizes the results for this change in the mean for

each scale.

Subsidiary Analysis of the Data

Table 6
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Individual

Classroom

lData Excluding Class A)

67

As Table 6 shows, there is statistical significance on the "Culture of rhe Classroom"

scale, t ,f4) 
=2.09,p <.05. when class A is removed from the data set. This lends

further evidence to the fact that students' beliefs about the culrure of the mathemarics

65

-0.02

0.34

1.22

1.31

0.35

-0.16

2.09*

0.73

0.88

0.04
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classroom are arfectedby the implementadon of regular jovrnùrrnitirg exercises in

mathematics class. None of the other scales indicated any statistically significant changes

in students' beliefs.

This section began by looking at changes in ttre mean scores on the beliefs

questionnaire of each individual item on the questionnaire. It was seen that one particular

item on the "Culture of the Mathematics Classroom" scale experienced a substantial change

compared to all the other items on the questionnaire. The scales as a whole were then

examined for changes in their mean values, and while no changes were considered

statistically significant, the scale which experienced the greatest overall change,was the

"Culture of the Mathematics Classroom" scale. In looking at the data from the teachers

involved in the study, it became apparent than one of the classes involved in the study had

not satisfactorily met the conditions outlined at the beginning of the study, suggesting that a

subsidiary analysis of the data would be relevant The subsidiary analysis did in fact

indicate a much stronger change in the "Culture of the Mathematics Classroom,, scale when

this class was eliminated from the data set. The change reached the p < .05 level of
significance on the t-test. Examination of students' responses to the open ended question

on the final questionnaire also indicated that students perceived a change in the culture of
the mathematics classroom in terms of increased communication with the teacher.

Putting all of this information together, it becomes evident that of the four belief

categories examined in this study, one was impacted by the implementation of regular

journal writins exercises. The belief category that was affected was that of srudents,

beliefs about the culture of the mathematics classroom.

Summary of the Analysis of the Data



SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATTONS

Ouestions and Procedures

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect ofjoumat uriting on students'

beliefs about mathematics. Two questions were posed for the investigation:

1. V/ill the implementation of regularjournal r¿riting exercises in the mathemarics

classroom have any effect on students' beliefs about mathematics?

2. What types of beliefs will be affected by such a change?

In order to answer these questions, a Likert-type questionnaire was developed to be

given to five classes of mathematics students at two different times. The first time students

responded to the questionnaire was before they began regular journal writing in their

mathematics classes. The second time was after the students had been exposed to f,rve

months of regular journal writing exercises.

Chapter Five

Summary of the Study

Beliefs 5 t

Results

Analysis of the data produced from the "before" and "after" questionnaires was

examined on an item by item basis, as well as on a whole scate basis. On rhe item by item

analysis, one particular item stood out as having experienced the most significant amount of

change. This item, from the "Culture of the Classroom" scale, was "f have some degree of

personal contact with my mathematics teacher." On the whole scale analysis it was

observed that, using the entire data set, the geatest amount of change occurred in the

"Culture of the Classroom" scale, although this change was not large enough to be

considered statistically significant. However, when the same analysis was done on the data
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set after removing the class which had not satisfactorily implemented the regular journal

writing, the results did indicate a statistically significant change on this scale. Student

responses to an open-ended question about the journal writing experience were also

examined, and the greatest impact on students seemed to be in their appreciation of the

increased communication between themælves and the teacher. This lends even more

support to the results which indicate that srudents' beliefs about the culture of the

mathematics classroom were changed to a significant extent. The students in this study

seem to have developed a belief more in line with the views of rhe NCTM Standards

(1989)' in that they see the mathematics classroom as a more open and hospiøble

environment in which communication takes place.

Implications of the Results

The resuls of this study indicate that it may be possible to define a new view of the

mathematics classroom in which students beliefs about mathematics actually enhance their

learning rather than act as a hindrance to it. Such a classroom is envisioned by the

Standa¡ds, but it will have to be enacted by the teachers. If teachers come to see that

effective changes in their instructional practices can produce positive changes in students,

beliefs, they may be receptive to adjusting their instructional practices so that they will be

more in line with those outlined in the Standards.

The results of this study indicate the possibility of changing srudenrs' betiefs about

the culture of the mathematics classroom. However, it is important not to overlook the fact

that this belief was the only one out of the four beliefs examined that was changed to any

measurably significant degree. The implementation of journal rwiting had little, if any,

impact on the other three beliefs. This may be partialty due to the fact that the srudy rook

place over the course of only five months, and that beliefs tend to be firmly rooted and thus

difficult to change over short periods of time. It may also be due to the fact that the



students needed more than five months exposure to the journal writing itself in order to

more completely accept it as part of mathematics class. It is also possible that journal

t*iting is not the instructional change which is required to impact on these other beliefs.

Recommendations for Further Resea¡ch

This study was done from an exploratory perspective. The questionnaire used in

this study was designed with the intent of forming an overall picture about students' beliefs

on the four belief scales. It was not designed in such a way that every item on a particular

scale would represent either a positive or negative statement about the exact same belief.

Rather the scale items were chosen to represent a variety of possible beliefs that a student

could hold in each belief category. This was most evident in the "Culture of the

Mathematics Classroom" scale, where items such as "f can communicate wit¡ my

mathematics teacher," and "In math class, students are expected to just sit back, listen, and

absorb information," could not be considered as identifying the exact same belief. Rather,

they indicate t\ /o different beliefs that a student could hold under the broader category of

the culture of the mathematics classroom. With this knowledge in mind, it would be of

benefit to subsequent researchers in this area to design scales that are intended to more

clearly polarÞe students' beliefs, in order that a more accurate analysis be possible.

In this study it was found that one particular set of beliefs, namely beliefs about the

culture of the mathematics classroom, rnay be impacted by changing instructional practices

in the mathematics classroom. What remains to be seen is how numerous other beliefs that

students hold can be affected in a positive way that will enhance their experience with and

learning of mathematics. Other instructional practices in line with the vision of the

Standards could be examined in an effort to determine what effect they might have on

students' beliefs. One such study, by Hadîeld (1991) examined the effect of exposing
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junior and senior high students to problem-solving sofnvare. The results did not indicate

any change in students' beliefs about mathematics.

Respected educational researchers such as Schoenfeld (1983), Silver (1985), and

Kloosterman and Stage (lggz)assert that beliefs play an integral role in srudents' ability to

learn mathematics. Accepting this premise, factors which affect students' formation of

beliefs must continue to be studied until the educational community can satisfactorily claim

that its students hold beliefs which foster interest in and promote the learning of

mathematics.

In this study, no measurably signifîcant change was found in students' beliefs

about the nature of mathematics, the individuat as a learner of mathematics, or how

mathematics is best learned, following five months of regular exposure to journal writing

in mathematics class. However, a statistically significant change did occur in students'

beliefs about the culture of the mathematics classroom. 'Whether this change in students'

beliefs can be directly attributed to the change in instructional practices is unclear. What is

also unclear is how other types of beliefs which students hold about mathematics can be

affected in a way that gives students more power as mathematical problem solvers in ou¡

increasingly technological society.

If the reform of mathematics education suggested by the Standards (1989) is to take

hold, teachers must be exposed to resea¡ch of this fype; research which indicates that the

newly recommended instructional practices do in fact work, and may in fact have a positive

impact on students' beliefs. They need to see that change is possible, and that this change

can and will lead to better understanding of mathematics by sfudents.

Conclusions
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Dear Mr. Rutf:

l-request your permission to conduct a survey of a number of mathematics students at
Dakota Collegiate. The information from the survey will be used in my M".t.f. ot
Education thesis. The purpose of the thesis is to examine the ettectsbf journal writing
in math class on students' beliefs about the natur€ of mathematics and about
themselves as learners of mathematics.

The journal writing exercises will range from writing about mathematics content,
processes, and terminology, to writing about how the student feels math class is going,
how well the student is understanding the math content, and how the student feei-s
towards mathematics in general. Much cunent literature indicates that writ¡ng
exercises such as these are beneficial to students in that they otfer students ãn
opportunity to review and reflect on lheir own thinking, and tó clarity their thinking
processes by putting them into words. They also provide the teacher with a metñod
other than the standard test to examine the extent of understanding that each student
individually has achieved.

The students will be involved in journal writing exercises in math class during the new
year, and the survey will be given to them once before the writing exercises,-once
during, and once following. The survey will ask students to indicate the¡r level of
agreement with a number of belief statements about the nature of mathematics, and
about themselve as learners of mathematics. Students will be asked notto put their
names on the survey, in order that the responses be confidential. Results of the survey
will be used only for purposes of this study. The class time involved for completing the
surveys will be approximately ten minutes. An informational letter will be sent home to
parents before the study begíns, and students will have the option of not participating
in the survey if they so choose.

Please sign below to indicate your consent. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Holens

November 16, 1994
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I give my consent to Pamela Holens to conduct the above outlined survey for purposes
of her Maste/s of firJueet'tæt'dtæ+cz

signature: ----' date: l'lrul tr( rr.t



Dear Mr. Sparkes:

!-request your permission to conduct a survey of a number of mathematics students at
Dakota Collegiate. The information from the survey will be used in my Maste/s of
Education thesis. The purpose of the thesis is to examine the effectsbf journal writing
in math class on students' beliefs about the nature of mathematics ànct about
themselves as learners of mathematics.

The journal writing exercises will range from writing about mathematics content,
processes, and terminology, to writing about how the student feels math class is going,
how well the student is understanding the math content, and how the student feeis
towards mathematics in general. Much cunent titerature indicates that writing
exercises such as these are beneficial to students in that they otfer students ãn
opportunity to review and reflect on their own thinking, and tó clarify their thinking
processes by putting them into words. They also prwide the teacher with a metñod
other than the standard test to examine the extent of understanding that €ach student
individually has achieved.

The students will be involved in journal writing exercises in math class during the new
year, and the survey will be given to them once before the writing exercises,ãnce
duríng, and once following. The survey will ask students to indicãte their level of
agreement with a number of belief statements about the nature of mathematics, and
about themselve as leamers of mathematics. Students wiil be asked nono put their
names on the suryey, in order that the responses be confidential. Results of ine survey
will be used only for purposes of this study. The class time involved for completing thó

7'surv€fs will be approximately ten minutes. An informational letter will be sent home to
parents before the study begins, and students will have the option of not participating
in the survey if they so choose

Please sign below to indicate your consent. Thank you.

Sincerely,

' .. , r'-i .l'L' i."^., r:. {

Pamela t{orens

November 16, 1994
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I give my consent to Pamela Holens to conduct the above outlined survey for purposes
of her Master's of Education thesis.

signature: _ .-.. ¡lata' nl.,, r, /'r,



Dear Mr. Wall:

One of the rneth teachcre d Hfwr East Golteglafe, , hes eore€d topartlclpete ln a atudy relEted fo a lhesie I am äo¡nó towarde a uastár òi Educatton
dggree e!üe unlvenslty of Manltobe" Tho'purpo¡ã otiñe nã;Ë io-ió ãramtne the¡fiects of.Journal-wltl.g ln måth cle¡s on þOànts'beilab aUo.n tf,inature ofmdhcmdc¡ rnd ebout themåslyer a¡ þrlners of mathemaüo¡. 

-

has agned tq end¡u a fetrr mldute¡ each cl¡ee gettfng her meth students tonrdt nath rclgted Journal errthes. Thc loyr.n-at wltlqg cxeãees üill-iangã from wnlnãabout mathematics côrTterìt, Fl¡oc€slcg, añd tennlnofoV. towriting a¡ãut how theçudent feete mattr.daqg te oolng. how we{ tha mudenijé unaeætãnãìng thc math
eontorlt, and how the student feels towa¡dg mdhamdlce in gcnÀtrl. frl-uch currentllteraturc lndlc'st€s that wrltlryi exerdsee sudr as thcso are ËenefrcJa¡ to etudenta in

I

i

February 1, i99S

.

lhat th-9y offar ltudent8 an opportun¡ty to þtew enãreaest on theirãwn rhtnk¡ng, and
!o c|adfy thcir thlnking. prooerbee by
teach6r wtth a matrod other than ttie stanþru þrt to examine $rã'exrãnt ot
understandlng thll €ach Etudeffi lndlvldudv hesechteræo. - - 

,

TF ¡tr.t "ysll be glvan.F trrþ etuaenu oåce bclorc thc wrtflng eterctses and oncefollowlng. Th9 survoy wlll asli rt¡clents to ind¡cac ttre¡r lcvôi 
"íaglËem€nt 

w¡th I
numbcr of b¡llef ststãmerTte Ebout thc ndure ol mathemgtlcs, aü'"¡out themeelves
as leernert of mathomatlcc. Student¡ wlllbc ækod nof to pui ne¡r natr€s on the
surwy, ln orüer thâq !¡g rgepdnags be confrdenttEl. Rceutti of rho su*ey wilf be used
only for punos€s ôf rhts êtrdf. TTre ctâse tlme lnvolved roicomplctlãg ihe ãu*"vï*ir
!.."pprot¡m.at!lV. ten mlnr¡ted, nn lnformq$on¡l lefier wllt be sàñt noñe to parenis
berore !!q etuCy beglns, and dudentg wlll þave thê optlon of not paniclpatirig in the
s.ry"y ltge¡r so choose. Pleess contect me et Dakora Conegiaiå les-e-+soè't or my
artuisor. Dr. Larc Jansson d the u ol M (47+9039) lf you hÀvã ãñy'cuesüona

Ptea¡e algn bclow to lndlcete{you, conrcñt. Thank you.
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RECEIVED
RIVER EAST SCITOü. Dil. T

SUPE,RF{TENI)EHIS OEPT.

FEB ' r tees

l[- ?.4-

them into woÉr. Thoy aleo províde-.the

I

Slþccrely,



Dear Dr. Wefsh:

One of the math teachers at River East Collegiate, , has agreed toparticipate in a study related to a thesís I am ãoing towards a Master of Education
degree at the university of Manitoba. The purposä of the thesís is to ãxamine the
etfects of journal writing in math ctass on siudents' bel¡efs about the nature of
mathematics and about themselves as learners of mathematics.

has agreed to spend a few minutes each class getting her math students towrite math related journal entries. The journal writing exerð¡ses üill ,ange from writing
about mathematics content, processes, and terminoËgy, to writing about how the
student feels math class is going, how well the student js understãnding the math
content, and how the student feels towards mathematics in general. Much current
literature indicates that writing exercises such as these are beneficial to students in
that they offer students an opportunity to review and reflect on their own thinking, and
to clarity their thinking. processes by putting them into words. They also provide the
teacher with a method other than the standard test to examine the extent of
understanding that each student individually has achieved.

The survey will be given to the students once before the writing exercises and once
following. The survey will ask students to indicate their level oiagreement wíth a
number of belief statements about the nature of mathematics, anð about themselves
as learners of mathematics. Students will be asked notto put their names on the
survey, in order that the responses be confidential. Results of the survey will be used
only for purposes of this study. The class time involved for complelíng the surveys wi¡
be-approximately ten minutes. An informational letter will be sent hoñe to parents
before the study begins, and students will have the option of not participatíng in the
su.rvey if they so choose. Please contact me at Dakota Collegiate (256-4966) or my
advisor, Dr. Lars Jansson at the u of M (474-gogg) if you havé any'questíons

Pfease sign below to ind¡cate your consent. Thank you.

Sincerely,
. !-- .- i "

- 
, ." ,;Ltr:,..f

"'ltånìeta l"iola,,¡a

February 1, l ggs
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I give my consent to Pamela Holens to conducl the above outlined survey for purposes
of her Maste/s of Education thesis.

signature:
Dr. W. Welsh, Principal
River East Collegiate

date:
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295 S.Ëon Avrr¡a, nern¡pog; MÊfîilob. R2O ón Tcbphone g3&46f I . FÊ¡( g38€S1S

rry. u€.811 8a. D. ñndl I

GL P fü(lEì¡UEe P't Ê. r/b¡+¡rréd
¡i ÉSClaî€ÉgE¡. f¡.. B.Ea. rltr*in¡r
0t fuiuaryfggE

Mr- O. W¡!S+a¡ræru'ert :

RrvER E ¡ST SCI{OO{- Drv¡SÍON NO. I
DearMr- Walk :

I recchrcd tñc a¡corrpndng'f,s todry.
rrdnltlt ai¡u¡rrt - ttr€ ktæ h¡¡ rrnrit

doÉ rpt app€srto be a problenr erd I g,Forta,¡oryìng üe H.E/€yto ta¡<ephca
,i

Pþas€ bt ms know ilyar narþ a¡ycon**¿
ll

Ya¡rg tndy,
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Dea¡ Pa¡ents/Guardians:

This is a¡ informational lener reearding a survey that your son or daughter will be
Irl.d to complete in his or her math cläs. r"am 

"u..ãítly 
*äiri"g;";îNñ;iiå, orEducation degree at the UniveJ-sity of Manitoua, an¿ trrõ ínrormatiõn frori tnãiuwey wiubeused.as parr of my thesis. fnipuLpgre of thó t¡esi, is to examine ne effeiis ofjournalwriting.in math clasi on students' ktièfs about ttré nãnuã of mathem"ùðr-*lä'uout

themselves as learners of mathematics.

The joumal utrEr-tg exerciseswill 
fange. from-writing about mathematics content,processes' and termi-nolo81, to *4FnS.about how the stuõent feels math class is going,

how well the student is uñäerstanding-the mattr conæ"i,ãä no* ttre stu¿äniieãls to*ards
T1l"üYs r1s.e1erat. Much cruren-t literan¡re in¿icatéJ ttrat writing;;dil;uch astnese are beneticial to students in that thgy ofe.r srudents an oppornrñity to review andreflect on their own thinking, and to clariiy their thinking fro".rse, by punine them into
Ygdt: They allo provide the teacher wiüí a method otrrãftrran trre J;rËd;Ësiio e*ami¡eme extent of understanding that each student individually has achieved.

The students will- be involved in joumal r¡riting exercises in math class for theremainder of the school year, and the sirvey will. be ä"rrl to them "ñ b"ã;-tirey begin
the writing ex_ercises, arid once nea¡ the en'd of ttre sõñooi iãrm. rne su*eì wili aststudents to indicate their level of agreement with a numUer oiU"lirirtu'tr*Jåtr'å'Uout tr,"
nature of mathematics, and about [remselves as leamers of mathemaUcs- Smãents wili be
fll\*^irtjo put their names on the survey, in order ttrai ttreisponses Ue conn¿ènti¿.
Kesults of the survey will be used only- for pqposes of this study. The class tirne involvedfor completing.eachbf rhe surveyslilt ue aþpioxim.r"ly ä minutes. srudents will bepermined to withdraw 

f.om the iT'Ílr at gÌy ^ri-r wittròút penalty of any *¿- If you have
any concerns or wo'll_d_I$çgtY additional infomration about the study, þlease conracr me atp-akgta.co.llgqqtq Ç.se-4366ior my advisor, Dr. La'' i*son at trrdûü"".siii ôrManitoba (47+9039). A summary-ortne results ortne smãy will be availabÈ ír June uponrequest.

Sincerely,

February 3,1995
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Pamela Holens
Mathematics teacher
Dakota C.ollegiate



Joumal Writing Topics Given to Teachers

Appendix D
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JOURNAL WRITING TOPICS

1) Where do the rules in math come from?
2) what is math? Brainstorm as many ideas as you can come up with.
3) What subject is math the most like and why? "whur 

ruu:ã.i Ë*ätft the least
like and why?

4) What is the most difficult math concèpt to learn so far? What is the easiest?
5) (After a weekend.) How did you use marh this weekend?
6) (After completing a test.) How d9 v.gg^ttrink y_ou did? if you could srudy for
_. ttre te.st again, what would you do differently?
7) Describe your most positive or most negativé experience with math.
8) Describe your strengths and weaknesseJas a math student.
?ì.IFut are your goals in math? H_ow do you plan to achieve rhese goals?
10) Describe how the concept you learned todäy will be useful to-you in the

future.

l1l JFu, do you th$ ir-the purpose of *.itittg in a marh journal?
1?) !o* {9 you feel math clais ii going so fari
13) Describe your favourite math class]

14) Write a letter to a younger student explaining today's lesson so he or she will
understand it.

15) How does the concept from today's class relate to ttre other ones you have
previously learned?

16) If you had to teach this concept, what would you do to help sn¡dents
understand it?

17) Your friend was absent from today's class. Summarize today's lesson so that
he or she will understand what yóu leamed.

18) Choose the easiest and the most difficult question from the last assignment.
How are they different? What makes oné more difficult than rhe Jther?

19) Create a p_toúlem for an upcoming test and rorîrî^iüiliö^you ttrint it
would make a good test questioni

20) List T many of the different concepts from this unit as you can wirhout
looking in your notes.
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21) (Given a mistaken solution to a problem.) Explain to the person who solved
this problem what they did wrong and how thäy can prevenr making rhis -
same mistake in the future.

22) (Given a term from a recent lesson.) Define this term in your own words.
23) create a word problem based on today's lesson and solve it.
24) (Given a-Ëypical assignment question) V/rite in words how you would go
_ about solving this problem.
25) (After a test) ExpÈin how to correctly solve a problem that you made a

mistake on when writing the math tesi.



Appendix E

The Scales
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1. Mathematics is mostly facts and procedures that have to be memorized.

2. Mathematics is thought provoking.

3. Everything important about mathemæics is already known by mathematicians.

4. Mathematics is a non-creative subject

5. Mathemæics can be defured as computarion.

6. If a friend and I got different answeß to a math probleq one of us would have to be

rrvfOng.

7. Mathematics involves the active punuit of panerns.

8. In mathematics, something is either right or it's wrong, there is no middle ground.

9. Mathematics involves lots of c¡eative thinking.

l. The Nature of Mathematics

The Scales

2. The Individual as a Learner of Mathematics

when I get a good grade in mathematics, it's because I'm good at rnath.

When I get a poor grade in mathematics, it's because I haven't studied hard enough.

when I get a poor grade in mathematics, it's because I'm just not good at math.

I have geat difficulry with time consuming math problems.

I can solve time consuming mathematics problems.

I am not capable of creating mathematical ideas.

I can do hard math problems if I am persistent and don't give up roo soon.

My creative thinking abilities help me in math.

If I get stuck on a difficult math problem, I might as well give up because I will never

solve it.
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1. If I don't undentand something in math, I would be able to talk to the teacher about it.

2. My mathematics teacher is awa¡e of what I understand and do not understand in math

class.

3. My mathematics teacher gives rne help with things I do not understand-

4. Mattrematics æachers a¡e inærested in æaching math only, they do not cüe about

students as individuals.

5. I can communicaæ with my matherr¡atics teacher.

6. I have some degree of personal contact wittr my math teacher.

7. In math class, students are expected to just sit back, listen, and absorb information.

3. The Culture of the Mathematics Classroom

4. How Mathematics is Best Learned

Mathematics is best learned by memorizing rules and procedures.

Mathematics is best leamed by urying to understand the processes involved.

l.

2.

3. Mathematics is best learned by examining lots of different rffays to answer the same

question.
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4. Mathematics is best learned by memorizing the exact procedures that the teacher uses.

5. The best way to leam math is to memorize all the førrulas.

6. Mathematics is best learned by thinking things through individually.

7. Mathematics is best learned by discussing ideas with othen.

8. The best way to learn rnath is to simply sit back and listen to the math lesson.

9. Time used to investigate why a solution to a math problem works is time well spent.
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The lnsrr¡ment
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CODE Number

Math Course

Instructions: Please fill in the following questionnaire regarding your beliefs
about math. For each statement, circle one-number on thJscale-fiom I to l0 to
indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with that statement. For this
scale, strongly disagree will be represented by a I and strongly agree will be
represent by a 10.

strongly strongly
disagree

1. Mathematics is mostly facts and procedures that have to be memorized-
12345678910

2. rn math class, students are expected to just sit back, listen, and absorb
information.

Slot

(Please use the last 4 digits in your
telephone number)

3. Everything important about mathematics is already known by mathematicians.
t2345678910

4.I can do hard math problems if I am persistent and don't give up too soon.
t2345678910

5. Mathematics is best leamed by memorizing rules and procedures.

Teacher
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2345678910

1234s
6. Mathematics is thought provoking.

r2345
7. I have some degree of personal contact

r23456

6

with
7

my math teacher.
8910

10

10
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stronglY strongly
disagree ( - -

8. My creative thinking abilities help me in math.
r2345678910

9. Mathematics is best leamed by trying to understand the processes involved.
12345678910

10. Mathematics can be defined as computation.
12345678910

11. Mathematics is best leamed by examining lots of different ways to do the
same question.

t2345678910
12. Mathematics is a non-creative subject.

12345678910
13. When I get a poor grade in mathematics, it's because I haven't studied hard
enough.

12345678910
A.If I don't understand something in mathematics, I would be able to talk to the
teacher about it.

t2345678910
15. Mathematics is best leamed by memonzng the exact procedures that the
teacher uses.

16. When I get a good grade in mathematics, it's because I'm good at math.
12345678910

17. My mathematics teacher is aware of what I understand and do not understand
in math class.

t2345678910

2345678910

18. I can communicate with my mathematics teacher.
123456789 10
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strongly strongly
disagree (-- --- -..) agree

19. If a friend and I got different answers to a math problem, one of us would
have to be wrong.

r2345678910
20:-11I get stuck on a difficult math problem, I might as well give up because I
will never solve it.

12345678910
21. The best way to learn math is to simply sit back and listen to the math lesson.

t2345678910
22.I have great difficulty with time consuming math problems.

t2345678910
23. Mathematics teachers are interested in teaching math only, they do not care
about students as individuals.

t2345678910
24. When I get a poor grade in mathematics, it's because I'm just not good at
math.

t2345678910
25. Mathematics involves the active pursuit of patterns.

12345678910
26. Mathematics is best leamed by thinking things through individuatly.

12345678910
27. My mathematics teacher gives me help with things I do not understand.

r2345678910
28.I am not capable of creating mathematical ideas.

12345678910
29.Tt,e best way to learn math is to memorøe all the formulas.

12345678910
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strongly I stronglydisagree

30. In mathematics, something is either right or wrong, there is no middleground.
r2345678g10

31' Time used to investigate why a solution to a math problem works is time well
spent.

r2345678g10
32. Mathematics involves lots of creative thinking.1 2 3 4 , 5 6 -7 g g 10

33. Mathemarics is best leamed by discussing ideas with others.1234'5-678g10
34.I can solve time consuming math problems.

t2345678910

35. What are your overall feelings about joumal writing in math class?
Please write your comments-below:



Follow-Up Survey Given to Teachers

Appendix G
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1. On the following two pages, please check off which jor¡rnal questions (or relatively
similar ones) you managed to use with your math class.

2. Did you use any questions of your own for the journal writing exercises?
If so, could you give a sample of one or two that you used:

3. On average, how often did you manage to get the students to write in their journals?

TEACFIER SURVEY

4. On average, how often did you mark the students' journals?

5. On average, how long.did it take you to mark one class set of journal entries?

6. How many students were in the class?

7. Did you assign marks for the joumal? 

-

If só, how -*y marks, and'fuere they "effort" ma¡ks or "content" marks?
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8. What were the negative asPects of this experience?

9. \ilhat were the positive asPects of this experience?

10. If you have any further comments or suggestions, please indicate below:



Topic: The Nature of Mathematics
_1) Where do the rules in math come from?

-2) 

tWhat is math? Brainstorm as many ideas as you can come up with.

-3) 

What subject is math the most like and why? 
-What 

subject ii math the
least like and why?

Topic: The Individual as a læamer of Mathematics
) What is the most difficult math concept to leam so far? What is the

easiest?

_5) (After a weekend.) How did you use math this weekend?
6) (After completing a tesr.) How do you rhink you did? If you courd

study for the test again, what would you do differently?
,7) Describe your most positive or most negative experience with math.
8) Describe your strengths and weaknesses as a math student.

-9) 

What are your goals in math? How do you plan to achieve these
goals?

JOURNAL WRITING TOPICS

Topic: The Culture of the Mathematics Classroom

-11) 

What do you think is the purpose of writing in a math journal?

-_12) 

How do you feel math class is going so far?
_13) Describe your favourite math class.

Topic: How Mathematics is Best Learned

-L4) 

V/rite a letter to a younger student explaining today's lesson so he or
she will understand it.

-15) 

How does the concept from today's class relate to the other ones you
have previously learned?

l0) Describe how the concept you leamed today will be useful ro you in
the future.
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lesson so that he or she will understand what you learned.

-18) 

Choose the easiest and the most difficult question from the last
assignment. How are they different? What makes one more difficult
than the other?

16) If you had to teach this concept, what would you do to help students
understand it?

17) Your friend was absent from today's class. Summarize today's

19) Create a problem for an upcoming test and solve it. Why do you
think it would make a good test question?



-20) 

List as many of the different concepts from this unit as you can
without looking in your notes.

-21) 

(Given a mistaken solution to a probtem.) Explain to the person who
solved this problem what they did \¡irong and how they can prevenr
making this same mist¿ke in the future.

-22) 

(Given a tenn from a recent lesson.) Define this term in your own
words.

23) Create a word problem based on today's lesson and solve ir
24) (Given a rypical assignment question.) V/rite in words how you

would go about solving this problem"

-25) 

(After a test) Explain how to correctly solve a problem that you
made a mistake on when writing ttre math test.
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